Your airline is unique and so is every airport you serve.

Radixx Go™ is an industry-leading, cloud-based departure services suite of products that provides airlines with innovative mobile and self-service features that have proven to increase ancillary revenues in the airport, enhance the passenger experience, and significantly reduce passenger handling costs at airlines across the globe.

The robust suite of products drive business outcomes such as:

- Maximized revenue uplift through increased retailing opportunities
- Reduced boarding times through streamlined passenger processing
- Increased terminal capacity without capital expenditure
- Reduced operational costs through eliminated counterspace dependency

The Radixx Go™ solutions make the passenger journey to and through the airport more enjoyable. Integrate Radixx Go™ and Radixx Go Touch to augment airline operations or go fully mobile and avoid fixed infrastructure costs completely.
Increased Retailing Opportunities

Generate new revenue by selling ancillaries airside and landside with unbelievable ease. The Radixx Go™ state-of-the-art technology is designed to empower agents to sell ancillaries during multiple points in the traveler’s journey by removing the traditional confines of the check-in desk. Enabled by a smartphone application, the robust Radixx Go Touch™ solution delivers streamlined operational efficiencies, increased customer satisfaction, and revenue uplift, by empowering agents to sell anywhere including: in the check-in queue, at the gate, airline lounge, or hotel, further enhancing the passenger journey and increasing airline’s retail revenue.

**MOBILE**
Multi-functional smartphone app that enhances the efficiency of your passenger handling and flight operations.

**SELF SERVICE**
Hardware and software that empower passengers to make their own end to end journey.

**DESKTOP**
Robust departure control, load control and security to significantly increase the productivity of your staff.

**WEB**
Unify the Web Check-in experience across your entire network, even with multiple DCS running in different airports.
Reduced Operational Costs

Speed up pre-flight preparation by automating manual processes. The Radixx Go™ innovative platform enables streamlined passenger processing allowing agents to check-in a passenger in seconds, increasing traveler satisfaction and reducing operational costs. The Radixx Go Touch™ modern mobile, roaming agent, kiosk, and mobile bag drop solutions increase efficiency at the airport and reduce traveler queues. Agents are enabled with mobile abilities that greatly reduce counter space cost and common-use requirements.

Maximized Airport Efficiency

The Radixx Go™ platform is designed to empower agents to better assist your passengers during multiple points in their journey through a smartphone application, delivering increased operational efficiency and revenue uplift. Mobile agents using Radixx Go Touch™ can fully process passenger sales throughout the entire journey, from the hotel lobby to the boarding gate. Seamless integration with Radixx Res™ provides centralized ancillary setup and pricing for increased ease in processing sales at any passenger touch point.

Streamlined Cloud-Native Architecture

The Radixx Go™ fully web-enabled modern platform is the only truly cloud-based departure services solution on the market, deployable to an entire airport terminal. Dynamically spin-up resources to handle increased traffic spikes. The platform’s desktop suite is certified with multiple common-use systems, enabling quick deployments and integrations on native desktops. Seamless integration with Radixx Res™ and Radixx ezyCommerce™ maintains PNR consistency across all platforms throughout the entire experience. Connect Radixx Go to any type of system – interactive Government APIS, IATCHI, eTickets, or internal systems. Integrations are easy to arrange, affordable, and reliable.
Modernize Your Passenger Journey To and Through the Airport

Radixx Go™ enables airlines to reliably serve their passengers and improve the airport experience. Offering check-in counter functionality, kiosk compatibility, online check-in, and mobile technology, long airport check-in queues will be reduced, and passengers will experience faster, more efficient check-in and baggage handling. Multi-language support for kiosk, web, and mobile solutions streamline ease of use for passengers and agents alike.

Differentiate your passenger’s travel journey and increase ancillary revenue by providing the services they need at any time during their airport experience. The Radixx Go™ Touch mobile technology, enables pre-flight sales to be processed anywhere in the airport terminal. In addition to passenger processing, the Load Control solution determines your flight’s optimal center of gravity, maximizing safety and flight performance leading to a more enjoyable experience for your passengers.

Radixx Go™ is certified with multiple common use platforms including: CUSS, MUSE, SITA, and ULTRA, enabling quick deployment at any airport. With existing support for government messaging in numerous countries, including APIS, APP, and PNRGov, airlines will easily be able to add new routes, comfortable in the knowledge that their government security needs will be met. The seamless integration with IATA Timatic enables airlines to efficiently scan passenger documents and verify compliance with travel requirements.

Begin your retail journey with Radixx

Contact us via RADIXX.COM

The Radixx Award Winning Solutions Suite

Omni-Channel Retailing
Radixx ezyCommerce™

Passenger Processing
Radixx Res™

Airport Handling
Radixx Go™

Data & Analytics
Radixx Insight™

Professional Services
Radixx Professional Services™